
METEO 473: Bootcamp  
PROGRAMMING QUIZ 3 (Last Quiz of Bootcamp!) 
 
The Rules: You have the entire class period to finish this quiz. You should be able to do all of the tasks if 
you understand all of the material presented in class to date.  You can use any example codes we have 
written in class, a book on FORTRAN, or the Web to look up any information that you need. You cannot 
ask other people for help and you must stay within your home directory within all windows open on 
your computer monitor. The TA and Instructor will answer only clarification questions. They will not 
help you debug your code.  
 
Instructions: Please cd to your meteo473 directory that we created together. Now make a directory called 
Quiz3 and cd into this directory. Your directory should show something like: 

/home/meteo/yourlogin/meteo473/Quiz3 
where yourlogin is specific to your account. Please create all of your codes for this quiz in this directory. 
It is important that you do this as this is the directory in which we will look for your codes (as necessary). 
Leave your quizzes in this directory for the rest of the semester as we might need to use them at a later 
time. In the comment block at the top of each code you write, please provide your full name and email 
address. Each of the codes that you write should have IMPLICIT NONE as the first line to force 
declaration of all variables. When you believe that you have successfully completed a task, raise your 
hand to call over either the Instructor or TA. Have your code up in a gedit window and ready to compile 
and run in a terminal window. Compile and run your code with the TA or Instructor watching. After they 
check the output and code, you will get a pass/no pass grade immediately with feedback on any items that 
are incorrect. Correct your code until either it is completely correct or class time runs out. Once one task 
is successfully completed, move on to the next one. 
 
1. DATA TYPES 
Write a FORTRAN program called Quiz3Task1.f that creates, in the following order, a one-byte integer 
variable, two four-byte integer variables, an eight-byte integer variable, a four-byte float variable, an 
eight-byte float variable and a 29 element character array. Assign the following to them in an appropriate 
manner: 
 
  87654320.00000 
  898989 
  I love taking meteo 473 
  55555 
  9876543210 
  6.79 
  8  
and then write them out to the terminal window exactly as they appear above and in the same order. 
 
2. ARRAYS and SIMPLE CALCULATIONS 
a) Write a FORTRAN program called Quiz3Task2.f that declares i) one two-byte integer parameter with 
variable name nlevels that is set to 5 and ii)  two fixed length, four-byte, one-dimensional float arrays with 
variable names Zlcl and temp, each with nlevels elements.  b)  Assign the first element of the temp array 
to 286 K, the second element to 280 K, the third element to 273 K, the fourth element to 260 K, and the 
fifth element to 250 K.  c) Compute the Lifting Condensation Level using all five elements of the temp 
array and the equation  

, 



where Zo = 0. km, Γ  = 10. K km-1 , Γ  = 1.8 K km-1   and Td = 250. K.  Assign the results to the 
appropriate elements in the Zlcl array.  d)  Write the values of all five elements in the Zlcl and temp arrays 
to the terminal window. 
 
The output should look exactly like the following: 
 
    4.390244        286.0000 
    3.658537        280.0000 
    2.804878        273.0000 
    1.219512        260.0000 
    0.000000        250.0000 
 
3. IF-THENs and DO LOOPS 
a) Create a FORTRAN program called Quiz3Task3.f and paste your program from Quiz2Task2.f into this 
new one to save time. b) Assign 10 to nlevels, instead of 5 and create a DO LOOP that assigns 300. to the 
first element of the temp array, 290. to the second element, 280. to the third element, repeating this step 
over and again until 210. is assigned to the last element of the temp array. c) Use the same equation as in 
part c of Task 2 to compute the Lifting Condensation Level for each pressure level. Perform this 
computation within the DO LOOP and just after the FORTRAN statement that assigns a value to the temp 
array. Assign the result of this computation to the appropriate element of the Zlcl array. d) After each 
Lifting Condensation Level computation write the resulting Lifting Condensation Level and temperature 
values to the terminal window along with one of the following statements: 
 
above 0 Celsius, if the temp value is greater than 273. K; 
below 0 Celsius, if the temp  value is less than or equal to 273. K. 
 
The output should look exactly like the following: 
 
    6.097561        300.0000     above 0 Celsius 
    4.878049        290.0000     above 0 Celsius 
    3.658537        280.0000     above 0 Celsius 
    2.439024        270.0000     below 0 Celsius 
    1.219512        260.0000     below 0 Celsius 
    0.000000        250.0000     below 0 Celsius 
   -1.219512        240.0000     below 0 Celsius 
   -2.439024        230.0000     below 0 Celsius 
   -3.658537        220.0000     below 0 Celsius 
   -4.878049        210.0000     below 0 Celsius 
 
4. SUBROUTINES and FUNCTIONS 
a) Create a FORTRAN program called Quiz3Task4.f and paste your program from Quiz2Task3.f into this 
new one to save time. b) Modify the program in Quiz3Task4.f so that Lifting Condensation Level is 
computed using a FORTRAN FUNCTION. c) Modify the program in Quiz3Task4.f so that the IF-THEN 
statements that write the Zlcl and temp values, along with the statement of “above/below 0 Celsius”, to 
the terminal window are located in a FORTRAN SUBROUTINE. 
 The output should look exactly the same as in question three. 
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